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Measured by its expected value or mean, the significance
of inventory investment iseasily underestimated. In a
generally growing economy, with growing firms, inventory
investment will usually be positive but small relative to capital
expenditures over the long run. It becomes highly important for
analysis of fluctuations in economic activity because of its consider-
able volatility; the standard deviation of inventory investment over
time, as opposed to its mean, is comparable to that of capital
expenditures.
Inventory investment, the rate of change of the inventory stock or
the change from the end of one period to the end of another, has
been usefully perceived as the sum of intended and unintended
investment. Intended investment in inventory, inturn, may be
related to the difference between the intended or desired stock of
inventories—the product of a desired inventory-to-output or inven-
tory-to-sales ratio and the expected level of output or sales—and the
current stock. This leaves open one possibly critical element, the
speed of adjustment from the actualto the desired stock of
inventories, or the gap between desired and actual inventories which
will be made up in any one period.
Unintended inventory investment stems in principle from unantici-
pated timing in the acquisition of materials used in sales or produc-
Note: A draft of this chapter waspresentedat meetings of the Econometric
Society in New Dethi, India, in January 1975.
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tion as well as from unanticipated sales or output. A reduction in the
output rate tends to reduce inventories of goods in process and, to
the extent that there is time for adjustment, the materials" or
stocks of inputs for the productive process. On the other hand, a
reduction in sales below the anticipated level, and below the sales
rate to which production had been geared, will entail investment in
inventories of unsold final product. The amount of this unintended
inventory investment should depend upon the length of time at the
firms' disposal for adjusting the output rate to the actual sales rate,
along with the speed, presumably related to cost, with which firms
adjust their output rate.
Empirical implementation of our general model involves a number
of further specifications. First, since the model makes sense in real or
physical terms, price deflators have been applied to the inventory
and actual sales variables. These, as indicated in Chapter 1, relate to
the broad product or industry classes into which the McGraw-Hill
firms could be categorized. To the extent that the indexes move
differently from appropriately weighted averages of firms' prices,
some bias, in the same direction for both inventory investment and
actual sales changes, would be introduced.'
Second, we have to meet the questions of timing—when sales
expectations are entertained and for what period. As will be recalled
from Chapter 2, expected changes in the physical volume of sales are
reported around March of each year as the percent difference
between the sales of the previous year and those anticipated for the
current year. These expectations, probably formulated some time
before the reporting date, can be expected to influence output and
inventory holdings during the current year. How much they affect
intended inventory holdings at the end of the year, and hence
intended investment, will presumably depend both on the length of
the production process and on how relevant the sales expectations,
formulated perhaps as much as twelve months earlier, prove to
output and inventory behavior at the end of the year.
SPECIFIC MODELS OF INVENTORY INVESTMENT
Following upon earlier work by Lloyd B. Orr (1964, 1966, and
1967) and Jon M. Joyce (1967 and 1973), we are now able to utilize
ten years of individual firm data—from 1959 through 1968—built
A further error in our price deflation of inventories may arise from the
varied timing of purchases of inventories in end of year stocks as well as the
varied timing attributed by accountants employing FIFO or LIFO methods of
inventory valuation. Except in periods of rapid price changes, however, most
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around the McGraw-Hill surveys. Analysis of inventory investment
along the lines laid out above requires information as to expected
future sales changes. In many attempts at empirical implementation
of investment theory, current and past values of variables are used as
proxies for missing information on expectations of the future. The
regressive components in the short-run relation between past and
current sales changes and short-run expected sales changes, discussed
in Chapter 2, indicate the futility of such extrapolations with regard
to inventory investment.
Since the McGraw-Hill data include explicit responses regarding
expected sales changes, it is possible to dispense with attempts to
manufacture expectations by extrapolating the past. Utilizing (pre-
sumably) year end data on sales expectations, our basic general
model may be written:
where
/\IrIr=a —Ht_i)+7(St—S7)+ut
= =inventoryinvestment in period t
= thestock of inventories at the end of period t —1
=thedesired inventory-to-sales ratio in the period t
=salesanticipated for period t +1
= salespreviously anticipated for period t
St =actualsales in period t
=theubiquitous disturbance.
(3.1)
In this general form, represents desired inventories and 13,
the proportion of the gap to be bridged between desired inventories
and the stocks brought over from the previous period. Thus,
intended inventory investment related to sales expectations can be
taken as A nonzero value for a would reflect
some unspecified change in inventory-sales ratios.
Unintended inventory investment, if there is no opportunity to
adjust output within the period to the difference between actual and
expected sales, might be just equal to that difference. If output were
equal to previously expected sales, and actual sales coincidental with
shipments, any excess of actual over expected sales would be met out
of inventories. In this case, wouldequal —1 and unintended
inventory investment would equal —(Se —Sf).50 Factors in Business Investment
Aside from the problem of noncoincidence of sales and shipments,
the assumption that firms have no opportunity to adjust output to
the difference between the actual and the anticipated rate of sales is
unrealistic to a varying degree, which increases with the length of the
period to which sales and sales expectations refer. Certainly, over a
period as long as the year relevant in the McGraw-Hill data, firms
have substantial opportunity to revise the rate of output. If output
were fully adjusted to current sales, we might take the values of both
and unintended inventory investment to be zero.
But further, if current sales embody information as to expected
futuresales and output not reflected in previous or currently
reported sales expectations, the difference between current sales and
their previous anticipations will generate intended inventory invest-
ment, the upper bound of which might be given by a value ofequal
to the desired inventory-to-sales ratio, k. That would imply full
adjustment of inventories within the periodttothe difference
between the stock of inventories held on the basis of sales expecta-
tionsand the stock held on the basis of the output and new
expectations associated with the actual level of sales Then,
however, recognizing the process of revision of earlier expectations, a
more useful measure of expected sales change may be which
probably best approximates expectations at the end of the year t of
the rate of change of sales from the year t to the year t +1.
Questions may arise in respect to both the accuracy of reported
sales expectations (as noted in Chapter 2) and their relevance.
Perhaps actual sales remain a better proxy for the expected sales
which are operational in firm decisions. This may be tested empiri-
cally by introducing actual sales variables in our relation. A problem
remains, however—the relative roles of actual sales (1) as the proxy
for expected future demand, and hence a contributor to the demand
for inventories and (2) in the shipment of the final product and
consequent disinvestment in inventories.
There is also the question of estimating kt or defining it precisely
for our empirical investigation. Again, generally following Orr and
Joyce, we have taken the simple average of the inventory-to-sales
ratios over the previous three years as the desired inventory-to-sales
ratio for future sales. Defined for each firm jinyear t, this variable
+(I-Is 2)j (3.2)
thus differs from firm to firm and changes over time. We have not
undertaken, however, to make a function of such possible






































































• Inventory Investment 51
Asa final factor in intended inventory investment, we consider the
rate of change in prices. Since information is not available on the
expected rate of change, the actual rate, as measured by our broad
price indexes, is used. To the extent that higher prices cause firms to
economize in inventories, the price change will be negatively related
to inventory investment. Errors in the price change variable, particu-
larly any inappropriateness for deflating the year-end inventories of
particular firms, may contribute even more to a negative relation
between it and the change in price-deflated stocks of inventories,
which we measure as inventory investment. To the extent that the
current change in• prices serves as a proxy for expected future
changes we might expect a positive relation with inventory invest-
ment, as' firms attempt to acquire inventories in anticipation of price
increases. Conversely, however, price changes may be negatively
related to unintended inventory investment: increases in prices may
be most rapid when or where demand has outstripped supply and
inventories are being drained down.
To capture directly a measure of unintended inventory' invest-
ment, we alsoinclude a salesrealization variable—that is,the
difference between actual sales and the previously expressed anticipa-
tion of those sales.
For purposes of estimation we hence move from (3.1) to the
following equation in expected sales, actual sales, and price changes:
=b0+ + + +b4 (3.3)
+ + +
where, with all variables except prices taken as ratios of previous
inventory stocks,
=IH
=inventoryinvestment ratio of the
\




























i = therelative change in the price in-




St = salesof the year t
= salesof the year t —1
= (1÷ = salesanticipated for
the year t+1 at the end of the year
t and
=(1+ )St_1=salesanticipated
for the year tatthe end of the year
t—1,
with all upper case symbols defined in millions of 1954 dollars.
Firm Time Series Estimates
Some firm time series estimates of equation (3.3) are presented in
Table 3-1. With coefficients of the variablesand relating to
actual sales, constrained to be zero, the substantial positive role of
expected sales emerges clearly. In column (2), with all variables other
than and etdeleted(that is, the coefficients constrained to be
zero), one sees an adjustment of inventory in the year t of some 43
percent of the gap between desired and previous inventories. Here,
desired inventories are projected as the product of sales expectations
at the end of the previous year and the average of previous
inventory-to-sales ratios. Further, the significant positive coefficient
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.038 .011 .013 .005
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.427 .104 .104 .270
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— — — —.083




.062 .012 .012 .027











.427 .468 .471 .440
(.036) (.036) (.036) (.040)
1475 1475 1475 1475
r.d.f. 1176 1175 1174 1172
.136 .185 .187 .189
F 93.51 90.38 68.63 46.81
aAcceptable intervals for the h variables were [0.7,-0.71, foret, [3.5,-3.51, and for
[1,-il. No additional effective bounds were put on transformations of these or other
variables used in this chapter.
is a further adjustment of inventories to current sales. The positive
relation of inventories to current output or to expected future sales
and output appears to outweigh its buffer role.
When is included in the regression, it apparently picks up the
expectational element in current sales, as is indicated in column (3)
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bythe much lower coefficient—virtually zero—of et.Salesexpected but nonconst
for period t + 1 show up as the prime determinant of inventories at which varies
theend of period t. It would appear that inventory investment in that has an o
periodtis. initially shaped by the discrepancy between actual that ratio is
inventories and those desired on the basis of sales expectations at the negative, aboi
end of year t —1.To the extent that sales during the year exceed thecoefficiet
those which had been expected, output adjusts just about enough, or coefficient m
shipments do not, so that inventory investment is little affected. But coefficients
expectations of future sales, projected from current sales, then prove to take this a
the prime determinant of inventory holdings at the end of the year. where invento
This is confirmed in column (4), where the relative price change of finished oi
variable shows a negative coefficient but, with little time series expected then
variance over this period, is not statistically significant and has little output and h
effect upon the regression, relation with
Column (5) deals with all of the variables specified in equation the buffer rc
(3.3) and appears to bring out all the more strongly the positive role negative coeff
of sales expectations, including those held at the end of the previous
year. We do note, however, a curious melange of coefficients of the Firm Cross
other variables, particularly negative coefficients forand h_1, The firm C]
whichtakes some disentangling. The result of this disentangling and to offer as]
rearrangement is shown in the following equation: expenditure I
in the way of
* inthe case of
=0.005+ 0.439 ht+ 0 —h1,t_i)(3.4) that are imp
(0.007)(0.053)j,1
more to short
Itis there + (0.027 —0.186 —0.364 + (B2)are gene
(0.012)(0,092) (0.220) firm cross se
expected sale
where — maybe more easily seen as — approaching
S1,1)/H1 theinventory investment related to the jth firm's year, as
expectations of relative sales growth in the year t. effect. Indeec
Note first the substantial role once again of expected future sales, in the cross s
as seen in the coefficient of 0.439 of h5t+i, which we may take as an differences in
estimate ofin equation (3.1). (Alternative estimates may be seen in previous inve
4 do intrafirm, b., ranging from 0.427 to 0.471, in Table 3-1.) The coefficient of
i—i with the hyp
0.084 of the term (hJ7' —hit_i)indicates that some inventory the long-run
investment may be accounted fbr by the expected rate of increase in short-run con
sales from year t —1to year t. absolute size
Current sales seem to have no role except insofar as they are the noteworthy.
base for projecting expected future sales or as they enter into the
error in anticipations term Thislast would appear to have a small in our deflatiInventory Investment 55
alesexpected but nonconstant parameter, corresponding toin equation (3.1),
inventories at which varies with the inventory-to-sales ratio of the firm—a ratio
investment in that has an overall average in the neighborhood of 0.2. Thus, when
tween actual that ratio is at its mean value, the coefficient of isvery slightly
tations at the negative, about —0.01. Where the inventory-to-sales ratio is higher,
e year exceed the coefficient of ismore negative; where itis lower, the
ut enough, or coefficient may turn positive. While the absolute sizes of the
affected. But coefficients are too small and their standard errors relatively too high
es, then prove to take this as more than vaguely suggestive, we might imagine that
d of the year. where inventory-to-sales ratios were low, there was little in the way
price change of finished output to serve as a buffer. Sales higher than previously
.e time series expected then tended to have a more immediate effect in increasing
and has little output and hence inventories in process, thus showing some positive
relation with investment. Where the inventory-to-sales ratio was high,
I in equation the buffer role of inventories could emerge and contribute to a
e positive role negative coefficient of the error in anticipations variable, eft.
fthe previous
Ncients of the Firm Cross Section Estimates
and The firm cross section regression should probably not be expected
ntangling and to offer a sharper focus on inventory investment. As in capital
expenditure functions, cross-sectional differences should offer more
in the way of "permanent" or long-run components of variance, but
(3 4) in the case of inventory investment it is not long-run changes in sales
that are important. Rather, inventory considerations should relate
more to short-run, even transitory, factors.
I -itis therefore not surprising that coefficients of determination
t (R2)aregenerally lower in Table 3-2, which presents the results of
firm cross section regressions. We do note again the major role of
expected sales for the subsequent year, as seen in the coefficients
S — approaching0.5 for Previously expected sales for the current
the jth firm's year, as shown by coefficients of h apparentlyhave a lesser
effect. Indeed, the sum of the h coefficients is quite generally smaller
future sales, in the cross section than in the time series, suggesting that interfirm
take as an differences in the relation between sales and sales expectations and
be seen in previous inventories have less to do with inventory investment than
coefficient of do intrafirm, intertemporal differences. This would be consistent
with the hypothesis that the interfirm differences include more of
me inventory the long-run, systematic elements that arelessrelatedto the
of increase in short-run considerations affecting inventory investment. The greater
absolute size of the negative coefficients of price changes are also
they are the noteworthy. They appear to differ significantly from zero, somewhat
into the strengthening our notion that the price variable is picking up errors
Dhavea small in our deflation procedure.56 Factors in Business Investment
Table 3-2.Inventory Investment and Expected and Actual Sales, Firm Cross
Section, 1960-1968
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.046 .019 .024 .009
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.288 —.134 —.136 .124





— — — —.150





— — — —.244
— — — (.054)
.002
(.102)
.061 .009 .007 .022










.288 .285 .283 .204
(.03 1) (.030) (.030) (.034)
n(—73) 1580 1580 1580 1580
r.d.f. 1569 1568 1567 1565
R2 .089 .155 .158 .171
F 78.12 97.09 74.94 55.12
Industry Time Series Estimates
Going back to time series, on the basis of industry observations
that are the means of the individual firm observations within the
industry, we note a stronger role for the inventory-to-sales relation.
Coefficients of the variables built on sales expectations, and
are generally higher, and the sums of all of the h variables are
uniformly higher, generally well over 0.5. Coefficients of determina-
tion are also greater, reflecting the tendency for "noise" (or errors
























































Columns (3) and (4) of Table 3-3 show that inventory investment
tends to equal almost three-quarters of the amount that the sales
expected for the current and next year would call for to maintain
past inventory-sales ratios.Coefficients of determination, while
higher than in the individual firm time series, are still modest, which
Table 3-3.Inventory Investment and Expected and Actual Sales, Industry
Time Series, 1960-1968
=b0+ + + +b4h1+ + +
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variable
•or






.034 —.023 —.025 —.051





— .626 .655 .667





.474 .087 .083 .402





— — — .068





— — — . —.540





.055 —.047 —.052 —.057










.474 .713 .738 .598
(.178) (.177) (.179) (.190)
n(—73) 69 69 69 69
r.d.f. 58 57 56 54
R2 .154 .289 .288 .311
F 6.44 9.14 7.08 5.51
F01 5.00 4.16 3.69 3.17
F001 7.81 • 6.23 5.39 4.48
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indicatesthat much remains to be explained in at least the timing if Table 3-4.Ii
not the longer run determinants of inventory investment. Regressions,
Industry Cross Section Estimates
=b
The industry cross sections (Table M3-5) again show a major (1)
positive role for expected sales of the subsequent year, but the
variable involving sales changes expected for the current year displays
a sharply negative coefficient when both expectations variables are
included. The role of all the sales variables, as measured in the sum of or
h coefficients, is again distinctly less important than in the time Statistic
series. Constant
Constrained Regressions
We have also constrained the inventory relation to the form
indicated in equation (3.4). Regressions involving this equation are
presented in Table 3-4 for the somewhat fewer observations available
for our analysis of the role of profits (discussed below). For the firm
time series shown in column (2), the results are, of course, similar to —he_i
those reported in equation (3.4), although with lesser absolute values
of coefficients of the error in anticipations term, et,thuslowering e1
the tentative combination accelerator-buffer role that we suggested.
The 0.603 sum of the coefficients of the sales anticipations variables, k e
however, is fairly substantial and highly significant. The industry
time series regression, shown in column (3), reveals a sum of sales
anticipation variable coefficients of 1.039, suggesting that inventory
investment tends within one year to be sufficient to maintain a ratio
of inventories to expected sales about equal to average past inven- +b2
tory-sales ratios.
'the cross section relations are againless sharp, with lower b3 +b4
of determination and lower sums of coefficients of h
variables. They appear relatively consistent, however, with what we
havealready observed, except for the additional absence of support
for any significant role for the error in anticipations variables. r.d.f.
A brief look at the means and standard deviations shown in Table
3-4 helps reveal the substance of the relation between inventory
investment and the sales anticipation variables. In the firm time F
series, of the mean inventory investment of 6.8 percent of previous
inventory stock, some 6.3 percent can be accounted for by the 1 09 t .
. product of b1 and the mean value of All of that is wiped out the two ant on the average in the case of firms for which this desired inventory inventory mv
investment variable based on next year's sales anticipations is roughly In the ca
one standard deviation below its mean value. The next sales change -variaotesa
anticipation term accounts for a growth in inventories at the mean/
Inventory Investment 59
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S at the mean
that at their mean values,
account for all of the
Table 34.Inventory Investment and Expected and Actual Sales, Constrained





(2) (3) (4) (5)
Regression Coefficients and Standard
Errors
(6) (7) (8) (9)
Means and Standard Deviations
Time Series Cross Section
FirmIndustryFirmIndustry








.463 .615 .321 .495
(.034)(.161)(.029)(.170)
.136 .134 .134 .134
(.134)(.056)(.146)(.048)
h t —f—i
.139 .424 .193 .263
(.067)(.250)(.062)(.320)






ket t —.083 .099 .127 .224
(.092)(.275)(.080)(.312)




.007 .007 .007 .007
(.017)(.018)(.014)(.015)
b1 +b2 .6031.039 .514 .758
(.067)(.254)(.057)(.290)
b3+b4 —.071 .066 .136 .177
(.081)(.256)(.071)(.294)
n(—64) 1285 69 1369 70
r.d.f. 1014 55 1355 56
R2 .208 .374 .176 .271
F 54.46 8.1659.28 5.53
equal to 0.9 percent of previous stock, so
the two anticipationsvariables roughly
inventory investment.
In the case of the industry time series, the sales anticipation
variables at their means appear to bring about more than mean60 Factors in Business Investment
inventoryinvestment, the difference being picked up in a negative
constant term. But standard deviations are, of course, much smaller Higher relatis
in the industry variables, and their effects on inventory investment inventory
fluctuations are therefore of lesser importance. Standard errors are the other har
too great to pinpoint the industry relations, but coefficients of extra inventc
determination—considering the nature of the variance of the depen- expected
dent variable, a first difference in ratio form—do not seem too In order to
disappointing, the rate of ir
inventories, w
generally too]
ThE ROLE OF PROFITS investment
specifically as
Thus far we have assumed not only that firms endeavor to maintain a X. =
fixedinventory-to-sales ratio, but that they have a fixed lag structure
of responses to changes in sales and expected sales and to disequi- where
libriaintheir inventorysituations.It may now be suggested,
however, that the rate at which firms invest in inventories in order to h=ht
maintain their accustomed inventory-to-sales ratio depends upon 1 t+1'
liquidity,profits, or "cash flow." In principle, indeed, the equi-
librium inventory-to-sales ratio should itself depend upon the rental By making
price of capital and the anticipated opportunity costs and returns of relative gross
holding additional inventories, which
With the available data, our most likely tests involve the role of ment and
grossprofits or "cash flow." One might generally assume that firms investment, d
would find it easier to finance holding additional inventories (where next year md
this seems desirable) when profits are relatively high. Higher profits not. The full
may also conceivably lower the cost of capital to the firm and hence possible varial
raise its desired inventory-to-sales ratio above its past level.
Given the changes in depreciation charges (and hence the measure
=b+
ofnet profits) over recent years as a result of changing accounting t 0
practices(largely to conform with new tax provisions), as well as the
greater relevance of gross profits as a measure of "cash flow" that +(b11
might influence the cost of capital, we decided to work with a
relative gross profits variable. This was defined as the difference Estimates
between the sum of the current ratios of net profits and depreciation that current
charges to immediately previous gross fixed assets and the mean of would raise t]
these sums for the previous three years; thus, indicated var:'
effect would
3 * * mean.The
= + — ÷ (3.5) b21 would
mean value o
for which the
It also seemed reasonable to assume that the effect of relative Table 3,62

































Higher relative profits might accelerate investment when desired
inventory investment is positive because of higher expected sales; on
the other hand, higher relative profits could make it easier to carry
extra inventories and hence slow inventory disinvestment when
expected sales call for lower inventories than the firm already holds.
In order to isolate a positive role for relative profits in accelerating
the rate of inventory investment in response to increases in desired
inventories, we defined and introduced a set of dummy variables that
generally took on the value of unity when positive desired
investment was indicated and was zero otherwise. These were defined
specifically as follows:
where
X.= 1 Owhenh1< 0, i1,...,4,(3.6)
h1 =hth h t'3
By making use of these dummy variables in combination with
relative gross profits, RGP, we were able to (1) examine the extent to
which relative gross profits increased or reduced inventory invest-
ment and (2) measure any directrole of profitsin inventory
investment, distinguishing between the case where expected sales for
next year indicated desired inventory investment and where it did
not. The full general form for the assumed linear relation, with all




Estimates of positive values of b21, I =1,...,6,would then suggest
that current gross profits that are higher than their previous average
would raise the positive effect (or decrease the negative effect) of the
indicated variable on inventory investment. The magnitude of that
effect would depend, however, on how much RGP exceeded its
mean. The economic significance to be attached to any given value of
b21 would therefore depend upon the variance of RGP (and also the
mean value of X1, which would reveal the proportion of observations
for which the variable h, might be nonzero).
Table introduces relative gross profits and accompanying
2Table M3-5 and Tables M3-7, M3-8, and M3-9 appear only ira microfiche.62 Factors in Business Investment
r
Table 3-6.The Role of Relative Gross Profits, Expected and Actual Sales,
and Errors in Expectations, Time Series and Cross Sections, 1960-1968






(2) (3) (4) (5)
RegressionCoefficients and Standard
Errors

















































n (—64) 1285 69 1369 70
r.d.f. 1013 54 1354 55
.209 .356 .176 .330
F 45.77 6.5349.48 6.00 '
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dummyvariables into the regressions otherwise analogous to those
shown in column (4) of Tables 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4. Coefficients of
determination are raised somewhat, but standard errors are generally
high, the estimated magnitude of profits effects small, and directions
mixed. Noting the firm time series results in column (2), we find the
coefficient of X1 RGP relating to the relative profits-future
sales expectations variable, to be 0.991, with a standard error of
0.615. Since the standard deviation of RGP (see Table M3-7) is only
0.047, this means that the effect of relative profits on a positive
desired inventory investment component, was, for two-thirds
of the observations, less than the standard error of 0.049 for the
estimated parameter of hiand not much more than 10 percent of
the estimated parameter itself.
However, we should also note a significant negative coefficient of
—2.227, with a standard error of 1.005, for X2 RGP hr'. This
would suggest that, if gross profits in the years t —3to t —1were
less than subsequently, the inventory investment stemming from the
increase in sales expected at the end of year t —1would be less. But
again, even with a coefficient considerably larger (in absolute size),
the effect is moderate because of the low standard deviation of RGP.
In this case, relative gross profits one standard deviation above the
mean would be just about sufficient to reduce to zero the already
small coefficient (0.113) of
The industry time series, as usual, have much higher standard
errors of estimated parameters, but show large positive coefficients
for both relative gross profits components, the coefficients summing
to 7.075. Since the standard deviation of RGP in the industry time
series is smaller than in the firm time series (0.016 as against 0.047),
the effect of these higher coefficientsis reduced. Still, we can
estimate that in some 16 percent of the observations with positive
sales change expectations the sum of the h coefficients, already
approximately 0.7 for observations with average current relative
gross profits, is raised by more than 0.1. Since the standard error of
b2 + b4 is a whopping 4.941, however, we cannot reasonably call this
effect statistically significant and must note that any substantial
inferences are negated by the negative figure of —1.237 (standard
error of 0.689) for the sum of b2 and b4 in the firm time series. The
cross sections do little to render a clearer view.
A far more suggestive role, however, emerges for relative gross
profits when treated together with virtually all combinations of h
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We find that higher current relative profits contribute to the portion +(0.007
of inventory investment related to expectations of higher sales.
Recalling that higher values of R GP imply that previous profits were The coefficier
lower, we can infer that lower profits induce more disinvestment somewhat dift
when actual sales are high relative to previous inventories. In general,
Starting with the time series results and adding terms (in which b4, seem to contr
b6, and b8 specified in Table M3-7 are involved) for the more keep the mv
frequent observations where X2 =X3=X4=1,we raise the coeffi- growth in sali
cient of RGP to 1.579. Similarly (when the terms associated associated witj
with b3, b5, and b7 are combined), the coefficient of hr1 where These obsei
RGP =0may be viewed as 0.035 +0.109+0.072=0.216.This (3.11), which
corresponds roughly to the positive coefficient of 0.270 for hr1
observed in column (5) of Table 3-1. Then, for the situation X1 =X2 =b0







The sum of ti
Thus, a higher RGP figure raises the positive coefficients of the sales and significan
expectation h terms—while sharply lowering the already negative h* profits seem t
coefficients for inventory investment associated with current and by the appare
previous actual sales, the relative p
Note that the relative gross profits term itself vanishes in the lagged sales
equation above where X1 =1.For, as shown in the time series appears clearl:
regression results in Table M3-7, the positive coefficient of 0.411 of These resul
RGP is almost exactly balanced by the negative coefficient of higher relativ
—0.410 for X1R.GP, which applies to the bulk (some 85 percent) of inventories d'
the cases in which sales expected for the following year indicated Inventory mv
that additional inventories were required to maintain the past is apparently
inventory-sales ratio. The positive coefficient of 0.411 therefore only which may I






























standard deviation of only 0.047 for RGP suggests that its effect was
minimal in any event.
The cross section results do not add particularly to the picture.
Combination of terms for X1 =X2=X3=X4=1,as above, yields
=0.008+(0.462÷ 0.904 RGP)14+, +(0.39+2.280
—(0.044+1.971RGP)14—(0.228+2.925
RGP—0.521 + (3.10)
The coefficients have the same signs as in the time series, but are
somewhat different in magnitude.
In general, it may be observed that higher relative gross profits
seem to contribute to the inventory investment called for in order to
keep the inventory-sales ratio constant in the face of expected
growth in sales. They seem, however, to increase the disinvestment
associated with high current and previous actual sales.
These observations are borne out by direct estimation of equation
(3.11), which is much like equation (3.9):
=b0+(b1÷ b2 X1 RGP)14+, +(b3+b4
+ (b5+b6X5 RGP)h +(b7+b8X6
+(b9+b10X4 +(b11+b12X1)RGP
+ b13 +Ut (3.11)
The sum of the direct coefficients of the h variables is a substantial
and significant 0.663 in the firm time series (Table M3-8). Relative
profits seem to have a significant positive effect on asindicated
by the apparently significant value of b2 =2.992.The coefficients of
the relative profits interaction variables involving current sales and
lagged sales and sales expectations are all negative, and their sum
appears clearly significant.
These results appear to support the hypothesis that the effect of
higher relative profitsisto speed or increase the investment in
inventories designed to maintain the firm's inventory-sales ratio.
Inventory investment related to previous sales and sales expectations
is apparently reduced or retarded by higher current relative profits,
which may be to say, by lower relative profits at the time ofr
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developmentof these sales and sales expectations. The current face of changu
relative profits variable also appears to contribute negatively to Unintended in
inventory investment related to current sales. This, conceivably, and shipments
might also reflect the lagged role of previously lower profits in been geared.
affecting the inventory response to increased sales as they With each ft
during the year. as "equilibriun
Relative gross profits have very little direct effect on inventory for in time sei
investment. For the great bulk of cases in which sales were expected over current
toincrease (X1 =1),the coefficient of RGP isvirtually zero the sharpness
(precisely, 0.392 —0.434=—0.042).In the relatively small number down, invento:
of cases where the inventory investment indicated by expected sales for an entire i
for the subsequent year was negative, the applicable positive coeffi- relation is son
cient of 0.392 came with a standard error of 0.246. interfirm
While the coefficient of determination of the industry time series permanent in
was 0.325, as against only 0.213 in the firm time series, standard inventOry inves
errors of the coefficients involving the relative profits variable were Unintended
generally very high, so that little in the way of reliable inference data, perhaps I
appears feasible. The firm cross section results again seem somewhat of a buffer rol
less clear than the time series and add little to what we already know, sales changes i
The industry cross sections once more have standard errors so high as
to prevent reliable inference as to the role of variables involving An attempt
relative profits. of inventory
The results are not overwhelmingly different (Table M3-9) when evidence can b
we abandon the assumption that the role of the relative profits may acceleratE
variable is asymmetric between situations calling for both positive sales. Lower r
andnegative investment: associated witi
relative to
=b0+(b1+b2RGP)14+1 +(b3+b4 to have any
possible intera
+(b5+b6 + +b8 accelerator, rei
with the freqi
+(b9+b10 RGP +b12 + (3.12) ment in cyclica
The suggestion of an asymmetric role, however, is supported. For
without the assumption of symmetry, the coefficients of RGP .
arelowered, at least in the individual firm regressions. Similarly, the
sum of b4 +b6+b8is lowered in absolute value—that is, has some of
its effects apparently washed out in cases of inventory disinvestment.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Inventory investment is viewed as the sum of intended and unin-































face of changing sales, to keep a constant ratio of inventory to sales.
Unintended investment stems from the discrepancy between sales
and shipments and the anticipated sales to which inventories had
been geared.
With each firm's past three year average inventory-sales ratio taken
as "equilibrium," intended inventory investment is well accounted
for in time series regressions by the excess of expected future sales
over current sales. This appears to offer a substantial explanation for
the' sharpness of inventory cycles. When real sales expectations turn
down, inventory disinvestment can be large. When they turn down
for an entire industry group, the effect appears all the greater. The
relation is somewhat less clear in cross sections, however, where
interfirm variance in sales expectations may be viewed as more
permanent in character and less likely to relate immediately to
inventory investment.
Unintended investment in inventories does not bulk large in our
data, perhaps because of their annual character. There is a suggestion
of a buffer role, in which the relation of investment to unanticipated
sales changes is the more negative the greater the past inventory-sales
ratio.
An attempt to discern a role for relative gross profits in the speed
of inventory investment was generally inconclusive. Some slight
evidence can be found, however, that higher current relative profits
may accelerate investment based upon the expectation of higher
sales. Lower previous profits tended to increase the disinvestment
associated with current and previous actual sales that were high
relative to previous inventories. Relative gross profits do not appear
to have any role in inventory investment independent of their
possible interaction with sales expectations. The expectation-based
accelerator, reinforced by the role of profits, is consistent, however,
with the frequently perceived significant role of inventory invest-
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